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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Mirelle Joevin and I am a rising senior at the University of Arizona, majoring in Management Information Systems. This summer, I had the opportunity to intern with the Project Management Office, within RTI's Global Technology Solutions team. This presentation outlines my project with the PMO alongside the skills and experience I gained along the way.



Role of the Project Management Office

RTI International defines each of its 
projects as “an opportunity to drive 

positive change through new information, 
best practices, novel methods, and an 
integrated, multidisciplinary approach” 

(Projects, n.d.).

The Project Management Office assists 
the business in understanding objectives, 
progress, timelines, and risks to ensure 

these projects are completed as efficiently 
as possible.
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Presentation Notes
Prior to this internship, my experience with project management was mostly limited to what I had learned in the classroom. I hoped to see its applications in the real-world and my first day with RTI was the beginning of an insightful journey in doing so. Early on, my team showed me how much of RTI's work was project-based and the cruciality of learning how to manage them. I learned that each PM supports numerous teams to oversee objective-setting, documentation, progress, and communication with all stakeholders. My team, the PMO, prepared me with 2 weeks of onboarding and shadowing, where I observed their day-to-day responsibilities and became familiar with industry standards and documentation protocols. The dashboard shown above illustrates all of the projects currently being handled by the department; soon I was ready for the challenge of beginning my own.



The Time Collection Enforcement Enhancements project aims to improve 
timesheet entry compliance rates across the Institute through the following 
three objectives:

Timesheet compliance is affected by almost every employee and low rates 
can jeopardize RTI’s eligibility for contracts and lead to financial 

repercussions.

Time Collection and Compliance at RTI
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Update application’s 
behavior and 

frequency.

Develop a Mac-
compatible version.

Deploy to 
international 
employees.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was assigned 'Project Manager' for the Time Collection Enforcement (TCE) Enhancements project, an initiative to improve RTI's compliance rates. I learned about the importance of timesheet compliance and the legal/financial repercussions that RTI could potentially face with low rates, even risking contract eligibility. With this in mind, the team created three objectives (shown) that would deploy the TCE application to more employees and encourage more timely entry on a daily basis.This project was driven by a cross-functional team from all over RTI, and was an incredible opportunity to interact with members from Global Payroll, Systems Architecture, Software Development, and many more. My manager led the first few meetings and gradually gave me more tasks until I felt confident enough to fully step into the role and lead the team.



Managing Time Collection Enforcement (TCE) and Documentation
o Develop a project timeline/plan (shown) to 

document all tasks, owners, and due dates.
o Lead weekly meetings with project team to 

check progress.
o Coordinate resource engagements across 

departments.
o Build record of action items, decisions, 

risks/issues, and mitigation.
o Create communication plan to keep 

employees informed.
o Present status reports (shown) during Chief 

Information Officer and Senior Leadership 
Team reviews.
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Over the course of the next few weeks, I became more accustomed to the daily and weekly responsibilities for the TCE project. Initial discussions with the team led to the creation of project plan in Excel where all tasks, their owners, due dates, and current status were plotted in a Gantt chart-style. I began to lead our weekly meetings, a time for all team members to share progress and obstacles. Along with driving the agenda, I learned how to document the decisions being made during our brain-storming sessions and record tasks assigned to each member. These records were periodically sent out to the whole team, keeping everyone informed and on the same page. Status reports (shown) were also created and updated weekly on the SharePoint website I ran for this project. These were used to present TCE's progression during SLT and CIO review Zoom meetings; initially daunting as an intern, these quickly turned into exciting opportunities to improve in public-speaking and interact with RTI's leadership. The PMO also supported me in collaborating with GTS and Corporate Communications to develop a communications plan that would promote awareness of our project to all of RTI.Everyday in the Time Collection project, there was something new to learn or create. My manager emphasized the importance of being dynamic in this role, and outside of my responsibilities I was able to gain hands-on experience in User Experience testing and Azure DevOps sprint planning.



Risk and Change Management
o Weeks before scheduled 

implementation, an addition to the 
application’s features was proposed.

o New feature
• would acknowledge employees 

working off-network and protect 
from being considered 
non-compliant.

• categorized as a scope change, 
would require revising the timeline, 
resources, and cost.

o Cost-benefit analysis led the TCE 
team to quickly recalibrate, develop 
feature behavior and re-baseline 
schedule.
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Presentation Notes
Originally, the TCE project was scheduled to end in late July or early August. However after all three planned stages of application redesign were completed by our developer, the team brain-stormed a new feature that would help RTI regulate time compliance for employees also working off-network. Aside from reflecting a more accurate compliance rate, this feature would prevent a growing proportion of remote employees from being considered non-compliant. Our meetings consisted of cost-benefit analyses and how to implement this feature while managing our budget and timeline. After unanimous agreement that this scope increase was justified in the added benefit it brought to RTI and its employees, we began the change management process. This project will no longer be completed by the end of my internship, but I truly look forward to supporting its redirection as much as possible in the coming weeks.



Key Takeaways

Objective of TCE

Role of a Project 
Manager

Key Skills
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Improve RTI compliance rates; scope 
expanded to accommodate remote 
working conditions

The individual assigned to lead the 
team that is responsible for achieving 
the project objectives

Adaptability, communication, and risk 
management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From watching it kickoff to how it grew and progressed, the Time Collection Enforcement project was an incredible learning experience that taught me about RTI, its mission, and how every project revolves around the core value of Respect for the Individual. Being Project Manager taught me how to create documentation that center operational processes around our objectives. I learned hands-on and from observation where each team meeting exemplified best practices in problem-solving and teamwork. 
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I would like to extend sincere thanks to the people who made this a memorable and rewarding summer internship.To my manager, Cindy Harrell, thank you for your unwavering mentorship in my growth and development. I am inspired by your ability to lead and provide guidance to those around you.To Dale Downey, for showing me how to rise to any challenge and stay confident - thank you for leading by example.I would like to thank my TCE team for the chance to be their PM and learn from their diverse backgrounds, experiences, and skills.And to the UCO, for all your support this summer and making this internship one to remember.
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Thank you
Contact: Mirelle Joevin| email: internships@rti.org
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